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ABSTRACT 
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is intended to ease 
situations that involve many kinds of code tangling. This 
paper reports on a study to investigate AOP’s ability to ease 
tangling related to exception detection and handling. We 
took an existing framework written in Java , the JWAM 
framework, and partially reengineered its exception detec-
tion and handling aspects using AspectJ , an aspect-
oriented programming extension to Java. 

We found that AspectJ supports implementations that dras-
tically reduce the portion of the code related to exception 
detection and handling. In the best case scenario, we were 
able to reduce that code by  a factor of 4. We also found that 
AspectJ provides better support for different configurations 
of exceptional behaviors, more tolerance for changes in the 
specifications of exceptional behaviors, better support for 
incremental development, better reuse, automatic enforce-
ment of contracts in applications that use the framework, 
and cleaner program texts. We also found some weaknesses 
of AspectJ that should be addressed in the future. 

Keywords: Exceptions, Contracts, Frameworks, Aspect-
Oriented Programming 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The handling of exceptions in large software systems can 
consume a remarkable amount of development resources.  
Exceptions must be thought of throughout the whole devel-
opment cycle and dealing with them is hard for many dif-
ferent reasons. 

Exceptions and How They Appear in Programs 
In early stages of development, developers must identify 
what the application should and should not do. For exam-
ple, computing a distance given one parameter in meters 
and another parameter in feet results in a meaningless 
value, an error. Trying to compute such a value can be con-

sidered an “exceptional situation.” If developers anticipate 
this situation, they can decide what to do if it ever occurs 
(maybe convert one of the values), or prevent it from oc-
curring. This is part of the human effort of deciding exactly 
what is “normal” and what is “exceptional.” Making wrong 
decisions or failing to identify exceptional situations can 
lead to catastrophic results (e.g. the notorious Mars climate 
orbiter), to be blamed on the analysts of the system. 1 

The normal and exceptional behaviors of a system that 
were identified in the early stages of development are then 
implemented in a program. This translation is a difficult 
and mostly manual process that is exposed to yet another 
layer of human errors, this time to be blamed on the pro-
grammers.  

Focus and Scope of the Paper  
This paper focuses on the process of combining the 
application’s normal and exceptional behaviors in the 
program texts. 

The study in the paper shows a number of properties of 
AspectJ that (1) facilitate the combination of normal and 
exceptional behaviors and (2) reduce the opportunity of 
implementation errors when doing that combination.  

Whether the properties of AspectJ documented in this paper 
lead to programs with fewer implementation errors and that 
can be changed easier, is still an open research topic that 
will require serious usability studies as AOP matures. This 
paper targets the step before those usability studies can be 
done. It shows that there are some advantages in using as-

                                                        
1 For the purpose of this paper, an exception is a behavior of the 
system indicating that the operation in process cannot be success-
fully completed, but from which other parts of the system can try 
to recover or chose to ignore. An error is an unwanted behavior of 
the system, from which the system by itself cannot recover. Ex-
ceptions may result in errors. Exceptions and errors can be gener-
ated by the system or by the underlying machine. 

Having established these distinctions, we will from here on use 
the word exception throughout the paper, even though, in cases 
such as the violation of contracts, the exceptional behaviors result 
in errors. 
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pects to express the detection and handling of exceptions. It 
also exposes some limitations of AspectJ that should be 
addressed before doing the usability studies.  

2 MOTIVATION AND SYNOPSIS OF THE STUDY 
We took an existing framework written in Java and par-
tially reimplemented it with AspectJ. This section frames 
this study by presenting the problem that it focused on. It 
then describes the materials used: AspectJ and the JWAM 
framework. 

Some Background 
A lot of work in programming languages has had the goal 
of providing better support for the detection and handling 
of exceptions, as they have been defined in the previous 
section. The work in type systems is, in many ways, one 
such example. Contracts, introduced by Hoare [13] are an-
other example, consisting in the definition of pre-
conditions, post-conditions and invariants that determine 
how to use and what to expect from a computational entity. 
This concept evolved over the years into the well-known 
design methodology Design by Contract [21]. Some pro-
gramming languages, of which Eiffel is the reference ex-
ample, provide constructs to support contracts. [12] intro-
duced the idea of explicit language constructs for exception 
handling. A lot of complexity in propagating an exception – 
up to the part of the program that knows how to handle it – 

can be avoided by taking advantage of those mechanisms. 
Many programming languages in use today include con-
structs for defining application exceptions, and for throw-
ing and catching those exceptions.  

Coding the detection and handling of errors, is, however, 
still a difficult process that requires a strict discipline from 
programmers. And the reality is that most software being 
written today uses programming languages that provide 
very little help. Hopefully, that will change. 

The Problem  
There is a side effect of coding application exceptions that 
cannot be addressed by simply including more powerful 
exception detection and handling mechanisms in the pro-
gramming language. That side effect consists of the tan-
gling between the code for what the program should do – 
i.e. its normal behavior – and the code for detecting and 
handling exceptions. Figure 1 illustrates this issue with a 
small Java example. The example shows parts of a Game 
class, which is part of a distributed game. The code related 
to exceptional behaviors is underlined. 

This tangling is, in part, a consequence of the programming 
language and, in part, a consequence of design decisions. 
But this tangling also reflects an important design decision 
that is implicit and, for most part, imposed by the pro-
gramming languages: that the abstraction of “what to do” in 

class Game implements RemoteGame { 
  Registry _registryServer; // set by some other method 
  /** 
   * newRegistrationNumber is provided by Game to remote clients. 
   * In turn, this game object invokes the remote registry server. 
   */ 
  public RegistrationNumber newRegistrationNumber (String registrationName) 
    throws FailedRegistrationException { 
    Contract.require(registrationName != null, this); 
    RegistrationNumber result = null; 
    try { result = _registryServer.newRegistrationNumber(registrationName); } 
    catch(RemoteException e) { 
      ErrorLog.print("Error at: newRegistrationNumber: " + e); 
      throw new FailedRegistrationException(); 
    } 
    return result; 
  } 
  /** 
   * readStatusFromFile uploads the game status from a file 
   */ 
  protected void readStatusFromFile(String fname) { 
    Contract.require(fname != null, this); 
    try { 
      ObjectInputStream in=new ObjectInputStream(new FileInputStream(fname)); 
      _items = (Map) in.readObject(); 
      _missingCards = (Map) in.readObject(); 
      _setsOfNumbers = (Map) in.readObject(); 
      in.close(); 
    } 
    catch (Exception e) {ErrorLog.print("Error at: readStatusFromFile: " + e); } 
  } 
} 

Figure 1. Illustration of the tangling between the code for what the program should do and the code for 
detecting and handling exceptional behaviors. The code related to exceptional behaviors is underlined. It 
includes the exceptions’ generation, catching and handling, and the pre-conditions. 



 

an operation is the same abstraction of “how to detect and 
react to exceptions” in that operation. This implicit unifica-
tion has a number of problems: 

• reuse: subclasses cannot reuse what a superclass’s 
method does and redefine its own reaction to that 
method’s exception handling (or vice-versa) without 
redefining the whole method. 

• evolution: what a method does cannot be used in a 
context with different application exceptions specifi-
cations without changing the method 

• documentation: the program texts can become seri-
ously cumbersome, making it hard to understand 
what exactly a method is supposed to do 

• loss of abstraction: behavior specif ications of the 
kind “all methods that call the registry server must 
be prepared for network failures, and should retry 
calling it 3 times before giving up” cannot have a 
correspondent single abstraction in the program text. 
Therefore the implementation of this kind of specifi-
cations is scattered throughout the code, making its 
consistent maintenance hard 

Aspect-Oriented Programming and AspectJ 
Aspect-Oriented Programming was first proposed in [15] as 
a programming technique for modularizing concerns that 
cross-cut the basic functionality of programs. Exception 
handling was referred to as one of those cross-cutting con-
cerns, and the paper suggested that it should be possible to 
achieve a relative separation between the functional code 
and the exception handling code.  

AspectJ [19] extends Java™  with the explicit concept of a 
“crosscut” and it supports actions on those crosscuts. For 
example, 

crosscut setters(): Point &  
         (void set(int x, int y) | 
          void setX(int x) |  
          void setY(int y)) 
The crosscut above denotes those times in the execution of 
the program when the message set(int x, int y) or the 
messge setX(int x) or the message setY(int y) are received 
by any point object. An associated action might be 

static advice setters() { 
  before { 
    System.out.println(“Entering a setter”); 
  } 
  after { 
    System.out.println(“Exiting a setter”); 
  } 
} 
The code above detects when one of those messages is r e-
ceived by a point, as defined in the crosscut setters; upon 
detection, something is printed out on the screen before and 
after the corresponding methods are executed. 

This simple example provides the basis for understanding 
the examples throughout the paper. Other features of As-
pectJ will be explained whenever necessary. For detailed 
information, we refer the reader to the documentation that 
can be found on the web [2]. This work used AspectJ ve r-
sion 0.4 beta 6.  

The JWAM Framework 
The JWAM Framework is a Java-based object -oriented 
framework for interactive business applications, developed 
at the University of Hamburg. It contains components for 
supporting client/server computing, distribution and persis-
tence, and it covers all the requirements for medium to 
large business applications. It contains only the generic 
technical foundation, and can be used in different domains, 
for different purposes. Detailed information about the 
JWAM framework is available on the web [14]. This work 
used JWAM version 1.4. 

JWAM contains more than 600 classes and interfaces as 
well as about 150 test classes. The framework is structured 
in layers, as described in [3], and it includes some libraries 
that emulate “language extensions” such contracts and a  
metaobject protocol. This study targeted the whole frame-
work. 

3 REENGINERING JWAM WITH ASPECTJ 
We have studied the use of AOP in the framework by try-
ing several different aspect designs. We found that each 
one had advantages and disadvantages with respect to the 
others. One of them was clearly the best with respect to 
LOC; another one was clearly the best with respect to the 
“unplugability” of the exceptional behaviors. Section 4 
contains an analysis of the results. 

This section explains the work involved in designing and 
implementing some exceptional behaviors of the frame-
work using AspectJ. It starts by giving an overview of what 
those behaviors are. It then presents some examples of re-
implementations.  

Overview of the Exceptional Behaviors in JWAM 
All 600 classes of the framework had been originally de-
signed and implemented using the Design by Contract 
methodology, briefly mentioned in section 2. The detailed 
description of this methodology falls out of the scope of 
this paper, and we refer the reader to [21]. 

JWAM uses contracts to ensure that callers do not misuse 
the methods, and that the methods’ implementations pre-
serve some of their basic specifications. As the next section 
will show, the designers of JWAM have made the decision 
that a broken contract always results in a runtime error of 
the thread where the contract was broken, and that no at-
tempt should be made to recover from that. 

Besides broken contracts, there are many other exceptional 
behaviors inside JWAM and in the applications that use it. 
Tables 1 and 2 summarize the types of exceptions that are 



 

caught in JWAM and the frequency by which they are 
caught. Table 1 shows the exceptions that are thrown by the 
Java libraries and that JWAM handles. Table 2 shows the 
exceptions that are defined and thrown in the framework 
and that are handled in it. The handling of these three types 
of exceptions shown in Table 2 is concentrated in the test 
classes, which are also part of the framework. For example, 
ContractBrokenException is caught and handled in a class 
that tests if the contracts infrastructure is working properly. 

Type of exception caught Number of catch 
statements 

Exception 77 

SQLException 46 

IOException 38 

RemoteException 29 

NumberFormatException 22 

ClassCastException 14 

ClassNotFoundException 11 

IllegalAccessException 8 

SecurityException 5 

InterruptedException 5 

InstantiationException 5 

FileNotFoundException 4 

MissingResourceException 4 

ParseException 4 

Throwable 3 

InvocationTargetException 3 

NoSuchMethodException 2 

NullPointerException 2 

DocletAbortException 2 

IntrospectionException 1 

MalformedURLException 1 

IllegalArgumentException 1 

Table 1. Java library exceptions caught inside JWAM. 

Type of exception caught Number of catch 
statements 

ThingNotAvailableException 12 

ContractBrokenException 11 

ReflectionException 4 

Table 2. JWAM exceptions caught inside JWAM. 

Design by Contract  
JWAM implemented its own support for design by con-
tract. It did so with a very simple contract package that 
exports the class Contract and that defines and uses the 
runtime exception class ContractBrokenException. 
The Contract class is shown in Figure 2. This straight-
forward implementation reflects a number of decisions 
made by the designers of JWAM. According to that design, 
when any contract is broken, a runtime error occurs in the 
thread where that contract was broken, because Con-
tractBrokenException is never caught. 

JWAM sees the use of contracts in the framework, and in 
the applications that use the framework, as an enhancement 
of the design of the classes – something not mandatory, but 
useful for detecting programming errors.  

When contracts are used in JWAM, their application should 
follow two guidelines. (1) The class’s contracts are docu-
mented in comments preceding each of its methods and 
constructors. Those comments, once run through Javadoc, 
document what the contracts are for that class, so that the 
programmers use it appropriately. (2) Each method’s pre- 
and post-conditions are checked by inserting calls to the 
methods of the Contract class in the beginning and in 
the end of the method. Figure 3 illustrates the use of con-
tracts in the framework, before aspects were applied. 

When reengineering the exceptional behaviors of JWAM, 
contracts were immediately targeted as aspects. Besides 
contracts being related to the exceptional behaviors, there 
was another symptom for aspectification: the documented 
optional nature of contracts at runtime suggested that some-
times developers may want to configure classes with their 
contracts, but other times they may want to remove the 
contracts from the classes. The performance overhead in-
troduced is a good reason for removing contracts. 

Section 4 elaborates on the lessons learned with implement-
ing contracts with aspects. For now, we simply describe 
what was involved in their reengineering. We’ll do so with 

public class Contract  { 
  static void require(boolean precondition, 
                     Object contractor) 
        throws ContractBrokenException { 
    if (!precondition) 
      throw new ContractBrokenException( 
        “precondition of” + contractor +  
        “ violated”); 
  } 
  static void ensure (boolean postcondition, 
                     Object contractor) 
         throws ContractBrokenException { 
    if (!postcondition) 
      throw new ContractBrokenException( 
        “postcondition violated in “ +  
        contractor); 
  } 
} 

Figure 2. The Contract class in JWAM 



 

the example of the Account presented in Figure 3. Figure 4 
illustrates one type of reengineering that was made for the 
classes in the framework. In this example, the object class 
Account contains only “what an account does”, and the 
aspect class AccountContract contains its contract.  

The design of contracts as aspects opened some new possi-
bilities for implementing contracts. Two of those possibili-
ties are discussed next. 

Crosscutting Specifications 
We found that all methods of JWAM that return an object 
had the following post-condition:  @ensure result != 
null. This reflected a simple but powerful specification 
that cannot be stated explicitly using design by contract, 
namely that whenever methods return an object, they 
should really return some object. Aspects make it possible 
to capture that specification more concisely. For example, a 
contract aspect contains the following part: 

  crosscut methodsReturningAnObject():  
           * & Object *(..); 
  static advice methodsReturningAnObject() { 
    after { 
      Contract.ensure(thisResult != null, 
                      thisObject); 
    } 
  } 
AspectJ details. thisResult is a special AspectJ variable that 
denotes the return value of the methods. 

This kind of situation also occurred for pre-conditions on 

input parameters. All methods getting objects as parameters 
had pre-conditions of the kind “make sure those object ref-
erences are not null.” 

Contracts for Interfaces 
The JWAM framework defines a number of different inter-
faces. These interfaces can be implemented in many differ-
ent ways by the applications that use the framework. Some 
of these implementations are included in the framework as 
default implementations.  

The concept of contracts applies not only to classes, but it 
applies especially to interfaces. But without aspects, the 
contract for an interface is necessarily reduced to the 
documentation part of the contract (i.e. the comments). The 
implementation of the contract for an interface is of the 

import de.jwam.system.contract.Contract; 
/** 
 * This example is adapted from the  
 * cookbooks of the JWAM framework. 
 * (simplified version of the Account class) 
 */ 
public class Account {  
  /**  
   * @require owner != null &&  
   *          owner.length() > 0 
   * @require accountNumer > 0 
   */  
  public Account(String owner,int accNo){  
    Contract.require(owner != null && 
                     owner.length() > 0, this); 
    Contract.require(accNo > 0, this); 
    _owner = owner; 
    _accNo = accNo; 
  } 
  /** 
   * @require amount > 0 
   */ 
  public void deposit (float amount) { 
     Contract.require(amount > 0.0, this); 
     _balance = _balance + amount; 
  } 
 // ... other methods omitted 
} 

Figure 3. Use of contracts, before aspects.  

public class Account { 
 /**  
   * @require owner!=null &&  
   *          owner.length()>0 
   * @require accountNumer > 0 
   */  
  public Account(String owner, int accNo) { 
    _owner = owner; 
    _accNo = accNo; 
  } 
  /** 
   * @require amount > 0 
   */ 
  public void deposit (float amount) { 
    _balance = _balance + amount; 
  } 
     // ... other methods omitted 
} 
___________________________________________ 
import de.jwam.system.contract.Contract; 
class AccountContract  { 
  static advice Account &  
                new(String s, int n){ 
    before { 
      Contract.require(s!=null && s.length > 0, 
                       thisObject); 
      Contract.require(n > 0, thisObject); 
    } 
  } 
  static advice Account & deposit(float f){ 
    before { 
      Contract.require(f > 0.0,thisObject); 
    } 
  } 
     //…  other advice omitted 
} 
AspectJ details. This example uses what AspectJ calls anony-
mous crosscuts – note the advice apply to sets of events that are 
not named, but are pointed out very concretely. For example 
Account & new(String s, int n) is used anonymously; it denotes 
the instantiations of Account objects by the invocation of a co n-
structor with that signature. thisObject is a special AspectJ 
variable that denotes, in this case,  an Account object. It is used 
instead of this. 

Figure 4. A class and its contract aspect. 



 

responsibility of each class that implements that interface. 

Using AspectJ, we were able to implement contracts for 
interfaces. In order to save space in the paper, we do not 
present an illustration of this. But consider the piece of as-
pect code shown in Figure 4. If Account is not a class but 
an interface, the contract aspect still works as intended. The 
semantics of AspectJ, in that case, is that the aspect affects 
every implementation of the interface Account. 

Contract aspects defined for interfaces inside the frame-
work can be automatically used by all classes that imple-
ment those interfaces.  

Handling of Library Exceptions 
Besides contracts, we also targeted the five most frequently 
caught exceptions as candidates for aspectification (see 
Tables 1 and 2). In their total, they accounted for 212 catch 
statements, more than two thirds of the total number of 
catch statements in the framework. Interestingly enough, 
the number of different types of reactions to those excep-
tions was considerably smaller – 14. Some of the reactions 
that we found frequently were: “log and ignore,” “set the 
return to a default value,” and “throw an exception of a 
different kind.” 

The fact that the number of reaction types is much smaller 
than the number of places where exceptions were caught 
shows that there was a fair amount of redundancy in the 
code related to exception handling (more in Section 4). 

Reengineering exception handling with AspectJ, however, 
presented a problem that AspectJ 0.4 could not handle ele-
gantly. The problem is that, in principle, exceptions can be 
caught and handled in arbitrary parts of the methods’ im-
plementations, and AspectJ 0.4 does not provide support 
for capturing the catching of exceptions inside method 
boundaries. The work around this limitation consisted in 
wrapping exception catching in methods. This practice is, 
of course, unacceptable for any purposes other than this 
study. Hopefully, future versions of AspectJ will be able to 
address this problem properly, as this is not an inherent 
limitation of aspects. 

Fortunately, there were some classes in JWAM that already 
had some sort of wrapping around exception catching. 
Those classes were part of the remote communication in-
frastructure, built with RMI. The reminder of this subsec-
tion describes the reengineering work that was done for the 
RemoteException. 

The framework has 2 different types of remote objects 
named RegistryServer and RMIMessageBroker. For 
each of these, the framework defines a proxy class that the 
clients are supposed to use. So, the calls from clients to 
remote objects should always go through these JWAM 
proxies. These proxy classes had been introduced for the 
purpose of encapsulating the distribution aspects as much 
as possible. The handling of the RemoteException was 

concentrated in those proxy classes. 

We found that there was only kind of reaction to the Re-
moteException, namely to log the exception and ignore 
it. A typical piece of code for this is: 

try { registry.put(name, this); } 
catch (RemoteException e) { 
  ErrorLog.print("registry call failed: " + e); 
} 
As Table 1 points out, there were 29 statements similar to 
this one in the two proxy classes, the only difference 
among them being the remote call itself. It is likely that, as 
JWAM evolves, there will be some effort put into doing a 
more serious recovery from this exception. When that hap-
pens, and given the implementation without aspects, devel-
opers will have to manually modify those 29 statements, so 
that they implement the new handler specifications. Figure 
5 illustrates the kind of reengineering that was done for 
RMI exception aspects.  

Unlike contract aspects, the added symptom for aspectifica-
tion, in this case, was not the optional nature of the handler 
– catching RemoteException is not optional, it’s manda-
tory – but the expected evolution of the handler specifica-
tions. Taking into account the ratio between reaction types 
and number of places where exceptions were caught, it is 
likely that the number of RMI exception handlers in the 
future will be much less than 29 (1 to 3 would be an edu-
cated guess). Therefore, there seemed to be some advan-
tages in implementing the handler as an aspect that hooks 
into specific parts in the implementation of the classes. 

public class LogAndIgnoreRemoteException { 
  crosscut throwsRemoteException():  
    RegistryServerProxy & * *(..) | 
    RMIMessageBrokerImpl & private * *(..); 
 
  static advice throwsRemoteException() { 
    catch (RemoteException e) { 
      ErrorLog.print("remote call failed in: " 
                      + thisMethodName +“:” + e); 
    } 
  } 
} 
_________________________________________________ 
public class RegistryServerProxy { 
  // 23 public methods. We show one of them: 
  public void removeSniffer(String registrarname, 
                            DvIdentificator id){ 
    _registryServer.removeSniffer(registrarname, 
                                  id); 
  } 
} 
AspectJ details. “* *(..)” denotes all methods, regardless of 
their parameter types. catch is another kind of advice that refers 
to when the given message invocations return an exception of the 
given type. thisMethodName is a special AspectJ variable that 
denotes the name of the method that is being executed. 

Figure 5. RMI exception aspect and a class to which it applies. 



 

Unlike contract aspects, these exception handling aspects 
are not, and should not be, “unpluggable”, but they can be 
mutually “replaceable.”  

Plug-and-Play Exception Handlers 
AspectJ supports the notion of abstract crosscuts. An ab-
stract crosscut is a set of events that is left undefined but 
that can be advised. Using this feature, we were able to 
design and implement exception handlers that can be 
plugged into many different applications, and not only to 
JWAM. Figure 6 shows one of those handlers, namely the 
one that corresponds to the reaction “log and ignore.”  

Abstract aspects are used by applications through subclass-
ing. For example, the abstract aspect in Figure 6 can be 
used in JWAM – resulting in exactly the same behavior as 
that of Figure 5 – by concretizing the abstract crosscuts: 

public class JWAMRemotExceptionHandler  
       extends AbstractLogAndIgnore { 
 
  crosscut methods(): 
    RegistryServer & * *(..) | 
    RMIMessageBrokerImpl & private * *(..); 
} 
The AbstractLogAndIgnore aspect can be used by many 
other frameworks and applications. They simply need to 
subclass it and to bind the crosscut methods to the specific 
events to which the handler should be hooked. 

4 RESULTS AND LESSONS LEARNED 
About 11% of the original implementation of the frame-
work is about detecting and handling exceptional behav-
iors. This is a significant number, given that the frame-
work’s exception handling strategies were quite simple, the 
most frequent one being “log and ignore.”  

Quantitative results 
Table 3 presents an overview of the measurable results of 
this work. JWAM consists of 614 classes, and about 44,000 
lines of code (LOC). The use of contracts is uniform 
throughout the classes of the framework, and it amounts to 
2,786 LOC. The handling of exceptions is not uniform. 125 
of those classes concentrate 100% of the implementation of 
exception handling – this corresponds to about 2,000 LOC.  
The details are presented next. 

 Without aspects With aspects 

2120 pre-conditions 
(2120 LOC) 

620 pre-conditions 
(660 LOC) 

Exception 
detection 

666 post-conditions 
(666 LOC) 

291 post-conditions 
(300 LOC) 

Exception 
handling 

414 catch statements 
(2,070 LOC) 

31 catch aspects 
(200 LOC) 

% of  
total LOC 

10.9% 2.9% 

Table 3. Overview of the results. The numbers for the im-
plementation with aspects reflect the design that maximized 
the benefits in terms of LOC (best case scenario). 

Detection of Contract Violations 
Without aspects, the framework contains 375 post-
conditions of the form “result != null”. That is, 56% 
of post-conditions are redundantly reimplementing the 
same specification! With aspects, that number can be re-
duced to 1. In using an aspect for implementing this post-
condition we also need the hooks into the methods that 
return an object. AspectJ 0.4 does not provide a designation 
mechanism for expressing “all methods that return an ob-
ject reference” concisely. We had to list them one by one. 

The framework also contains 1510 pre-conditions of the 
form “arg != null”. With AspectJ, that number can be 
reduced to 10. This is greater than 1, because in the version 
of AspectJ that we used, there is no elegant way of express-
ing this pre-condition as concisely as it is specified. The 
best we could do was to make a cut at the methods accord-
ing to the number of reference parameters. So, for example, 
methods with two reference parameters can be grouped as: 

abstract crosscut methTwoRefParam(Object a, 
                                  Object b); 
static advice methTwoRefParam(Object a, 
                              Object b) { 
  before { 
    Contract.require(a != null, thisObject); 
    Contract.require(b != null, thisObject); 
  } 
} 
This is not ideal, but it’s also not as bad as it may seem. 
The semantics of crosscuts in AspectJ ensure that the 
crosscut methTwoRefParam, for example, can be used to 
hook into any methods with two reference parameters, in-
dependent of the parameters’ positions in the method’s 
parameter list. But, again, AspectJ 0.4 does not provide a 
designation mechanism for expressing “all methods that 
take two object references” concisely. We had to list them 
one by one. 

The numbers for the implementation with aspects in Table 
3 reflect one particular design of the contract aspects, 

abstract public class AbstractLogAndIgnore { 
 
  abstract crosscut methods(); 
 
  static advice methods() { 
    catch (RemoteException e) { 
      ErrorLog.print(“remote call failed in: ” 
                     + thisMethodName + “:” +e); 
    } 
  } 
} 

Figure 6. Abstract exception handler. 



 

among the many that we have studied. This design ex-
tracted only the two specifications “result != null” and “ar-
gument != null” into separate aspects, and left all other pre 
and post-conditions inside the classes. This design maxi-
mized the benefits in terms of LOC. An alternative design 
that we studied was to adhere to the rule of one contract per 
class. In that case LOC is considerably higher, due to the 
extra LOC in each aspect. In the worst case scenario, there 
are no benefits in terms of LOC, but there are also no dis-
advantages – the LOC with aspects is of the same order of 
magnitude as the original implementation (12.5% of total 
LOC). 

Another point we explored was contract aspect implemen-
tations for the interfaces of the framework. As described in 
section 3, using AspectJ, we were able to do that. In doing 
that, the applications that use the framework do not need to 
reimplement the contract checking code defined for those 
interfaces. This benefit is most important for so called “hot-
spots” inside the framework [23, 18]. A hotspot is a class of 
the framework that is subclassed in the applications, or an 
interface of the framework that needs to be implemented in 
the applications.  

We studied the hotspots of JWAM, concentrating on the 
three most implemented and overridden methods. We also 
studied two applications of JWAM. The first application is 
an order handling application containing more than 200 
classes. The second one is a note analysis application with 
about 100 classes. 

method name # of 
redefi-
nitions  
inside 
the 
frame-
work 

Reduction in 
contract 
checking 
using  
aspects  
(inside the 
framework) 

# of redefi-
nitons  
inside the 
framework 
+ two ap-
plications 

Reduction in 
contract 
checking 
using AOP 
(inside the 
framework + 
two applica-
tions) 

ThingDesc 33 97.0% 69 98.6% 

CreateFP 28 96.4% 52 98.1% 

CreateIP 28 96.4% 52 98.1% 

 

The numbers shown above are only for the most reused 
methods of the framework, which are not that many. For 
the most part, the framework is used via black-box-reuse or 
via white-box-reuse and default implementations.  

Exception Handling 
Table 4 shows the results for the five most frequently 
caught exceptions in JWAM. The number of different reac-
tions to each type of exception (i.e. the third column) corre-
sponds directly to the number of different aspect handlers, 
where each aspect handler has exactly one catch statement. 

Type of exception Number of 
original 

catch  
statements 

Number of 
different 
reactions 

Reduction in 
catch state-
ments using 
aspects  

Exception 77 7 90.9% 

SQLException 46 2 95.6% 

IOException 38 3 92.1% 

RemoteException 29 1 96.5% 

NumberFormat- 
Exception 

22 1 95.4% 

Table 4. The five most frequently caught exceptions. 

Summary 
These numbers demonstrate that the use of aspects can sig-
nificantly reduce the amount of code that deals with excep-
tion detection and handling. Using the design that maxi-
mized the benefits in terms of LOC, we were able to cut 
that code to 1/4 of its original size. The cut affected the 
redundant information that existed in the original code, and 
that was being imposed by the programming language. 
Less redundant code usually decreases the opportunity for 
programming errors. The worst case scenario with aspects 
is not much worse than the original implementation. 

Qualitative results: 
The following list describes some of the advantages we 
found of using aspects. 

Better support for different configurations. The contract 
aspects can be plugged and unplugged as necessary at 
compile-time. Some languages (e.g. Eiffel) provide a built-
in mechanism to support a similar thing, but Java still does 
not support that. Moreover, the unpluggability of aspects is 
not limited to what it can do for contracts. For example, 
using aspects we can also configure exception catching and 
handling at compile-time. We can have an aspect for mak-
ing only minimal exception handling, such as catching the 
generic type Exception everywhere, and logging it, and 
we can have another aspect (or set of aspects) that distin-
guishes among different types of exceptions and reacts dif-
ferently to them. The application can be configured with 
either of them. 

Better tolerance for changes in the specifications. The im-
plementation reflects the specifications more directly. For 
example, “methods that return an object should return some 
object” can be implemented by one single aspect module, 
even though that module affects many other parts in the 
code. Another example: “the reaction to the RemoteExcep-
tion should always be log and ignore” can also be imple-
mented by one single aspect module. These better abstrac-
tions in the code are more robust to changes of the specifi-
cations. For example, if the specifications for handling the 
RemoteException change, programmers will have to 



 

modify only one block of code, as opposed to 29.  

Better support for incremental development. The previous 
points have one important consequence: in situations when 
there are several iterations of analysis/design/ implementa-
tion, the tolerance to changes in the specifications of the 
exceptional behaviors is particularly important. For exam-
ple, the developers can quickly prototype an implementa-
tion that concentrates on the normal behaviors, by plugging 
in a handler aspect for the generic Exception type every-
where. Later, other handler aspects that perform more so-
phisticated recoveries can replace that aspect.  

Better reuse. By extracting the exception detection and 
handling from the classes into separate aspects, we are able 
to reuse the contracts along a type hierarchy. For exception 
handling, we can implement abstract handlers that can be 
plugged into many different applications. This is a promis-
ing result that opens the possibility of having libraries of 
aspects – generic implementations of utilities that crosscut 
many classes. 

Automatic enforcement of contracts in applications that use 
the framework. The previous point has one important con-
sequence: contract aspects ensure that the contracts will be 
implemented by classes that use the framework through 
white-box reuse (subclassing or implementing an inter-
face). There is less opportunity for implementation errors. 

Less interference in the program texts. The coding of the 
normal and exceptional behaviors of the classes can be 
separated into different modules. This makes it easier to 
understand what those two behaviors really are, because 
their implementations do not collide in the same text. 

The following list describes some of the weaknesses of 
AspectJ 0.4 and suggests some directions for future work. 

Insufficient support for reconstruction of the local effects . 
The separation of normal and exceptional behaviors is a 
good thing, but in many occasions we felt the need to see 
the “whole picture” of a method implementation. Having to 
browse through different files and having to read what the 
aspect crosscuts were did not scale beyond a few dozen 
classes and half a dozen aspects. There needs to be some 
kind of support for reconstructing all the local effects that 
aspects have on classes. 

Inadequate semantic support for inheritance of pre-
conditions. AspectJ provides one semantics for the compo-
sition of aspects along a type hierarchy, roughly an “AND” 
semantics. That semantics conflicts with the standard com-
position of contracts along type hierarchies, which is, 
roughly, an “OR” for pre-conditions and an “AND” for 
post-conditions (subclasses may define weaker pre-
conditions and stronger post-conditions). It is possible to 
work around this problem, but the result is not elegant. It 
should be noted, however, that this situation did not occur 
in JWAM – it was something that came up in discussing 

contract aspects. 

Designation mechanisms still not expressive enough. We 
really needed support for advising message sends (caller-
side events) in order to be able to catch exceptions deeper 
than method boundaries. We also needed a more expressive 
mechanism for denoting crosscuts of events. For example, 
“all methods with at least two object parameters.” 

5 RELATED WORK 
A considerable amount of work has been done to enhance 
object-oriented programs with exception detection and 
handling mechanisms. [5, 9, 21], just to name a few, de-
scribe different flavors of those mechanisms for object-
oriented systems. Other papers present exception handling 
mechanisms for specific purposes like database-intensive 
information systems [5], component-based real-time soft-
ware [17], fault-tolerance [8, 20]. [22] presents a rich over-
view of literature about exception handling in software 
systems. Those papers deal with the basic mechanisms to 
enable an object-oriented program to throw and catch ex-
ceptions. This paper stands on all that work. Our study fo-
cuses on the new mechanisms introduced by AspectJ that 
open new possibilities for the composition of normal and 
exceptional behaviors. 

There have been several proposals for integrating contracts 
in Java. Some of those proposals have an AOP flavor. The 
work described in [7] supports pre- and postconditions with 
a mixture of a library, the jContractor, and the use of a de-
sign pattern. Kramer’s iContract [16] is a preprocessor-
based tool to generate the contract checking code out of 
special tags like @pre or @post inside the method docu-
mentation. We think aspects provide a better story and so-
lution for capturing all kinds of exceptional behaviors, in-
cluding the violation of contracts. 

That the use of exception handling can affect the reusability 
of code is described in [10]. They reported, that “concur-
reny and exception handling have substantial impact on 
software structures and they are important factors affecting 
reuse”. To enable a higher factor of reuse they removed the 
exception handling code from the libraries. They separated 
the library code from the exception handling code. How-
ever, their study did not provide solutions for composing 
the exceptional behaviors with the classes. AOP, either 
through AspectJ or in some other form, could be that solu-
tion. 

Walker et al. have made an initial usability study of aspect-
oriented programming [26] using an earlier version of As-
pectJ. Their study had a different purpose and scope than 
this study. They measured how programmers perceived 
programs written AspectJ vs. programs written in plain 
Java. They did not focus on exceptions in particular. Our 
experience with our study reinforces some of their findings, 
namely that the aspects should have a well-defined scope of 
effect on core functional code. The contract aspects as well 



 

as the exception handling aspects have a clear defined 
scope that can be ensured using abstract and concrete as-
pects in combination. 

6 CONCLUSION 
We have studied how aspects ease the tangling related to 
exception detection and handling. We took an existing 
framework, JWAM 1.4, and partially reimplemented it us-
ing AspectJ 0.4. We tried several aspect designs that tar-
geted the contracts and the handling of the five most fre-
quently caught exceptions. 

We found that AspectJ supports implementations that dras-
tically reduce the portion of the code related to exception 
detection and handling. In the best case scenario, we were 
able to reduce that code by a factor of 4. That reduction 
reflects cuts in the redundant information that was being 
imposed by Java. We also found that AspectJ provides bet-
ter support for different configurations of exceptional be-
haviors, more tolerance for changes in the specifications of 
exceptional behaviors, better support for incremental de-
velopment, better reuse, automatic enforcement of contracts 
in applications that use the framework, and cleaner pro-
gram texts. The study also exposed some weaknesses of 
AspectJ that should be addressed in the future. 
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